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ON LORENTZ'S CRITICISM OF PLANCK'S COMPRESSIBLE AETHER

by: HAROLD WILLIS MILNES,
3101 2oth Street,
Lubbock, TX 79410.

J

n preparing the present rev1ew, we encountered the problem that
we could not d1scover the ongmal source m wh1ch Planck
described his compressible aether model. Ba!\mg an evaluatiOn on
second-hand reports 1s to be deplored and to be avo1ded at all
costs, but we havt.• been forced mto it here - rr. ')St reluctantly, m fact, cons1dermg the
second-hand source we are having to make use of. We cannot fmd any c1tat1on to
Planck's onginaJ publication, 1f there ever were .-:me beyond a circulation of preprmts.
Senior scientists sometimes do that among select fnends, w1thdrawmg a work if tt
does not gain acceptance or is subject to objections that are senous. Whittaker must
have encountered the same difficulty; he mentions [ 1, 2, 3] three theones of light due
to M. Planck, the second and th1rd of which are- quantum theoretical, and for them
adequate pnmary citations are provided, but for the first theory, in wh1ch we are- here
interested, he gives only a secondary reference to another evaluation of it, also by
lorentz [4 ]. That particular secondary reference happens to be- hard to come by but
Lorentz has also presented h1s cnticisms in [5], which is his set of lectures on aether
models that were delivered by him when touring the U. S. A. m 1922. These we do
have, and will have to be content with, though far preferring to have been able to go
to Planck's original writings. Lorentz omits mention in r5] of where he dre-w hiS sourceof information from, an unfortunate circumstance we cannot do anythmg about.
Our pnor experience when reviewing Lorentz's cntique of Stokes' aether
model and then later comparmg that cnt1que with Stokes' ongmal papers has taught
us quite definitely, that Lorentz was unreliable, not only Ir-1 h1s understanding of the
primary source, but that he has read into it, unwittingly, h1s own 1gnorance and his
own - sometimes stupid - preconceptions about what he thought was contained in the
author's onginal descriptions. He is frequently guilty of statmg what he thmks the
author said; but what the author may have actually said is indeed altogether qu1te
different. Also, he looks at the matter with quite jaundiced eyes and does not hesitate
to twist the true meaning contained in it prejudicially, often altering the original
author's developments to suit his purpose; and, If not overtly lying, he w iJJ present the
original author's ideas in a light which in our estimate give~ an erroneous impression
not only of content, but of their merits; aU of wh1ch in our estimate descends almost
to the level of deceptive misrepresentations. We would much desire to leave Lorentz
where he belongs; that is, out of the scientific picture altogether.
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en t1que of Lurent z 's Js the th1rd in the senes of h1s lee turf·•,.
The f1r~t was already d1scussed by us m this J. [6] and dealt w1th
Stokes' labile aether model. The second, between the two, 1s a
follow-on to the first and rE~lates to the potential of an
mcompres~1ble fiUJc surroundmg a sphere- that IS 1mmersed m it. We have, naturally,
for our own mtere~t, read the second lecture as well, though 1t does not directly
relate to Planch:'~ model under present discussion, but rather develops from Stokes'.
We just cannot go on, however, Without makmg some strongly negative comment on
this second lecture of Lorentz's. Wt~ are unwilling to Jet 1t paMto In the second ltocturt>
he ha~ gom· ahead and simply cons1dered the putent1al extenor to a statJC sphere w1th
the pr<'~umpt 10n of regularity at mfimty. This IS samply not the problem; the problem
Ir.volve~ thE· rotation of the sphere w1th Jts boundary layer of aether fluid C"arned
along with It, whwh demands an altogC'ther d1ffen·nt treatmt>nt. If Lorentz had been
skeptlcc.tl of th£· ex1~tence of a flow field, he need only have made appeal to the
actual phy~JG.tl ca~e of a ball immersed m a body of water with the ball beang mdde
to rotate on a 24 hr basis while submerged beneath the surface, as the Earth 1s
pre~umed to bt• m at'ther. That the flow f1eld ex1sts is obvious, as weH as the fact that
It presents no physical anomalies. The baJJ carries a boundary layer of fluid around
w1th Jt at rest m respect to Jt in its immediate vicinity, but the flow then tends to
rest at some distance away. Th1s is the sort of thing which typacally occur~ m
mterdJsc1planary f1elds, such as mathematical physics, where a student fails to rece1ve
a thorough groundmg Jr. either discipline; that 1s, in mathematical theory as demanded
of the speualist, or m practicality and nature, wh1ch the physicist obtains. Instead,
he mucks around manipulatmg equations, often erroneously, while ignonng ev1dent
physical cause. Moreover, Lorentz goes on considering the static case despite Stokes'
having solved the dynamic one and actuaJJy exhibited the solution, to which he pays
not the slightest heed.
In this, we are reminded of the anecdote told of that famous naturalist
of the 1800's, Buffo S1mplicio, who was told about the duck-b1lled platypus, a mammctl
that lays eggs. Buffo d1srmssed this information as a sailor's tale, refusmg to believe
that it was possible. After a great deal of effort, he succeeded in proving defimtely
that bird~ and mammals could not interbreed, usmg his rudimentary awarene~s, as
bJoligist, of potential theory, together with the, then modern, theories of Mendel.
While he wa5 at developing th1s grand result, someone, we believe it wa5 Shaw,
presented hml w1th a duck-billed platypus. Th1s laid eggs aH over the place and
quacked at hHn, as he went on demonstrating its non-existence. In cases such as these,
one defin1tely has to pay attention to what is fact and before one proceeds to make a
buffoon of hm1~elf, m1susmg well known theoremc, in mathematical deduction, it is
essential to acquamt oneseJf with the details of those theorems and how they
apply. Th1s Lorentz has failed to do and the upshot is a set of erroneous statements
made by hun that are nothing but a display of utter ignorance. There is here exhibited
a smattermg of understanding that does not extend deeper than the ma~t superficial
level of comprehension, and that gleaned from what must have been but a rudimentary
treatment of the subject of potential theory prt•sented to him sometime durmg h1s
academic trainmg and then not rightly understood at the time. That Lorentz would
have the lack of hurrulity to present a lecture such as th1s one before an assemblage
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of presumed senior professionals is amazmg; more amazing st1ll 1s that he could get
away with it. Surely the audience was not possessed of the same unawareness! Why
was he not called on it?
We have about run out. of adjectives to express astonishment at the
commonplace ignorance exhibited by the BuJls of the Establishment and are but
repeatmg ourselves now in trying to resay what we have already said, but have no
words left to express it in a novel manner. It is, also, no pleasant task to be grubbing
in the dung heap left by these Bulls for the pearls of Truth that they have trodden
beneath their hoofs, trying to recover them and purge them of such defilements as
they hav~ b('en subjected to.
n preparing this review an interesting problem of mformat1on
theory also arises. Given an original source of information, S,
which is then relayed by communication through a chain of
intermediaries, passing finally to R, how much confidence can R
place in the message he recieves at Jast, as to its relating to S's origmal utterings?
After some consideration given to th1s problem we have concluded that if a jabbering
idiot is anywhere one of the links in the chain, precious little other than confusion
comes down to R. Consequently when Lorentz is the intermediary between Planck
and ouselves, the difficulties involved ir. trying to recon~truct whut Planck's onginal
message wa!>, are not inconsiderable. The result is approximately the same as what a
psycholog~~t must face daily listening to the interpretations of one inmate of an
insane asylum relating to some grand theory advanced by another, who may be either
the greatest sage of all time, or just another cracked pot.
As an example of this garbled confus1on, we may consider Lorentz's
introductory sentence. The entire thrust of his two foregomg lectun·s ha~ related to
the exJsten(;(~ of a velocity potential and the extrerne necessity of takmg into account
vort1c1ty and c.IrculatJon m tt.t.~ pre!>umt!d aether, con!'\equent to the Earth's da1ly
rotation m space. He now asserts:

J

•.• thue d.i66.ic.ul.t.ie-6 c.an be met [.in Planc.k'-6 theoJr.y] by g.i.v.ing
up the .inc.omplle-6-6-ib.i..l.ity o6 the aethell and by a-6-6u.m.ing that the aethe.IL .i-6
-6u.bjec.t to the eallth'-6 att~Lac.t.ive 6o~Lc.e.
He then proceeds to set the Earth to mathematical rest, thereby imposing what was
ib rotational and orbital motions, on the rest of the universe in!>tead. In doing th1s,
the reference frame set in Earth ceases to be inertial; one ha!'\ to introduce socalled Conohs forces to compensate for it. He takes no account whatever of this
complication, avoiding it by the simple and felicitous process of just ignoring all that
and makmg believe that the geographic system is, after aJI, an inertial one. Of course,
the consequent mechanics without this important consideration will be total drivel,
the jabberings of the aforementioned insane. It is not Planck's model at aU,
fortunately, for apparently Planck did not take into account the Earth's rotation in
any way and it would have to be further developed beyond what he has done, to do so.
We have gone but half a sentence at this point, into the lecture.
Next, by a miracle, a perfect miracle, besides whiCh the raising of the
dead would be but a parlor trick, Lorentz introduces a coordinate system costationary
with Earth and centered on it. With the stars m nightly process1on above, as they
--·==
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seen1 to be appctrently every mght to a pnmJtJvt.•, abongmaJ mentahty, 1gnonng the
mtroduction of Copernicus' theoq•, 1gnormg as weJI the elhptic motion of the Sun on
an annual ba~1., a.bout this mathematicallJy fixed Earth, Lorentz proceeds to assert
further:

It w~ll be. c.onven.ie.nt to attlt.i.bute to the. whole. un.ive.Jt-6e a
ve..f.oc..ity -p [wh.<c.h .i.-6 notat.iona.f..f.y c.ha.nge.d to -y .f.atelf. to avo-id -6ome c.on6u.-.\.i.on
w-ith Planc.k'-6, p, 6o~t plte.~~ulte] wh.i.f.e c.on-6-ide.lf..i.ng the. e.a1tth at lf.~~t.
Not content with th1!'1 ImpossJbthty, he compounds the nonsense With:

Let the. Z-ax.-i.-6 be.
aethe.Jt at .i.n6-i n.i.ty.

c.fw~e.n

.in the. d.ilte.c.t.<.on o6 the. mot-ion o6 the.

The rev1ew~r mdy be forgiven for h1s estimate of this 'scientist' as being a booby. We
had ~u~pC'ct('d ...;•, much m readmg of his changes of coordmate scales to do away with
the consequtmu.· of the M1cheJson and Morley experiment, not to mention h1s
hypothetiCal contractions of ever)'thmg m the direction of motion through an
Impossible aether. This confirms our estimdte. It is by no means the worst of h1s
mental confusions encountered in this lecture, either.
The fact IS that Planck's aether model in no way relates to an Earth
that rotates or takes mto account 1ts orb1tal motion. Planck is merely look1ng at the
steady-state aerodynantK flow around an irrotational sphere immersed in mfin1te
space, w1th the additiOnal condition of gravitational potential, under the cond1t1on that
that flow Is constant m direction and velocity far away from Earth. The last
stipulation IS fm.tlly done away With, too, as we shall see further below. In figure 1, IS
illustrated approxJrnatcly what Plan<.:k's actual model is.

:

-y

•
Figure 1.
We remdrk, as we have with Stokes, no basis m physical cause ts presented to jusify
the properties of this presumed at'ther or why it should be considered as a reasonable
model more than some other is not entered into. The properties are left unorganized
and, as will bt• ~een below, are intimately tied to the mathematical equations that
Planck makes use of, introducing them from nowhere without comprehension of their
meaning and what they represent mechanically. In this, Planck is even worse than
Stokes, but, on the other hand, h1s manipulative treatment of mathematic5 is better
than Stokes', and is basically free of technical errors.
Lorentz's heading relates to the aberration of light and he would have us
believe that Planck's aether model somehow explains aberration, as Stokes
endeavoured tc do (but actually failed in doing). However, this is quite impossible,
:-·,..;.:...~
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for nowhere JS the diurnal or annual mot1on of Earth in the celestial frame taken into
consideration; aberration is correlated to such motions. Nowhere does Planck come up
with a result that can be construed, under the wildest stretchmg of meaning, in any
way to deal with or explain steJJar aberration. There is a constant a, which Lorentz
dubs the "aberrational constant" but which does not relate to bending of light rays; it
does relate to the Earth holding Planck's aether in 1ts envtrons, however, without its
being lost into outer space.
Reverting to Lorentz's nonsen~e, he comments:

••. ~t ~enough to ~eal~ze that a plane th~ough the eente~ o6 the
sphe-te pVt~ to the d.i.Jr.eet~on o6 the. 4«eam mu4t be t~ave~.6ed i.n. a
giueK ~ bg the 4ame amount o~ aethe~ a4 ~n the ab4enee o6 the .t,phe~e.
Here he has neglected the property of the Huyghens1an aether that it 1s supposed to
flow freely through the planets, at most being dragged a little, according to De
Fresnel's modification, by the matter it encounters in them. He 1s not tgnorant m this
and it was very clearly understood by him in [7] and has been mcorporated by him into
his property (A] of aether there. We have already reviewed this, pp. 1827-40, this J.,
and need not repeat ourselves. Moreover, the entire gist of his lecture senes has
related to the vorticity of the aether at the Earth's core. Lorentz is clearly favourably
impressed with Planck's model and has accepted, in hts own mind, that there is some
sort of pressure buildup possible in the aether, as it now circumvents the Earth, hke a
blast of air flowing around a baJJ encountered in its path. This is not deliberate
sophism on hts part here, and we are forced to ask what type of psychology It IS that
permits such inconsistency of thmking: a total about-face through 180° in les~ than
four sentences. It must be the same as that of the small child who fantasizes a wooly
bear in h1s closet, running screaming, and in tears of terror from the closet door all
day because of the bear, but, at last, at bedtime calmly walks in to get his pajamas.
It is utterly disconcerting to us, a mathematician, used to ordered thought processes
and we do not know what to expect next; perhaps the bear will come out of the
Lorentzian closet after all and surprise us.
o get to what are Planck's actual hypotheses we need to dig into
the physical fundamentals underlying the mathematical disctphne
of fluid dynamics, for Planck introduces equations taken from the
latter without evidencing an understanding of the llhYSICS behind
them - followmg the trend apparently due to Hertz, we are mformed - that a
phy~cist should be a rotten mathetaster devoid of sense or feeling for the natural
cause. Firstly, let us realize that a fluid, whtther liquid or gas, is plast1c in the sel)se
that any given small volume of it can be deformed with slight applied force into
almost any shape one desires. This leads to an hypothesis of Planck's theory:

T

H t) Aether Is plastic.
We remark that this is a significant departure from Huyghens1an aether, whiCh was
ngid in space (c. f., our discussions pp. 36-44, th1s J.). Indeed, If this condition of
deformab1hty is Idealized to zero shear, then the fluid IS said to be mvJscid; 1t IS
otherwise VISCid and may require considerable pressures to alter shape, as In the case
of tar, glass, etc. Planck nowhere Introduces parameters corresponding to those of a
January
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H2) ActhE·r 1s inv1scid.
Next, flu1d~ fall mto two categones m that a given volume of them under modest
applied pre~~ur(· does not, or doe~ change stgmfJCantly. Accordmgly, they aremcompr(·~stble (a liqUid), or contpressible (a gas). Smce volumetric changes ar€·
considen·d by Pianck and mcorporated appropnately into h1s equations, we have:
H3) Aether 1~ comprE'~sibiE'.

Tlw term ... 'force', 'stn:·ss' and 'pressure' have been fre-ely used. They are
fun de mt·r;•a I to mechanJ<.:s as the actions whiCh generate mot1on or acce-lerate matte-r,
and the last 1s ec,p£>Cially so m fluid mechanics, for almo~t aJJ motton and dynamtc
behav10ur of fluiC:s, 111 ultimate analysis, IS induced by grad1ents of pressure m thefluid. Smce Planck subsumes in h1s mathemd11Cs that aether pressures occur and that
th1s generates mutionc, m it exactly m the same way as s1milar pressures would m
gases, we arc Jed to believe:
H4) AethC'r su~tam-. pressures and tran~mits them in the same way as do molecular
fluids.
LE.·t us go one step back of H4). Pressures, in actual flu1ds ar€· sustained
and transrr:Jtted, according to the atomJC theory, through exchange of momentum
bl-tWl'en o,mall, mac.,sed particJes encountenng one another in collision. The laws of
colhs10n arE.· tho~e stated and amply elaborate-d upon in our Fa1rytale- of Phystcs,
Numbc·r 5. [Th<· total chaos mto whtch eve-n flu1d mechanics would be thrown by
rejectmg th<.•n1 tc·r ()nt1Mt1at1an confusion~, there e-xpo~ed for what they are-, may b(•
realized herE·.] Tlwrc· 1~ nothmg m tht~ report of Planck's theory mdtcatmg what 1., th(•
phy'>Icc.d con•po'>Jtlort of thE· aether (as there- 1s some mchcat10n that 1t •~ of a
particulate naturt' m Stoh;ts'), If 1t be particulate or no, of greater or equal fmt·ne-ss
w1th ga~eou~ n•ull·cule',, or lf It bE.· ~OrTit!thmg altogether different. All we haVl' to go
on 1s that, c.,uml'ho-w, 1t obeys the Jaws of Newtoman mechanic~ without a direct
referf'nu· to any propt'rty of mass. It is reaJJy Lorentz who has a~serted:

... the

aet.he~ ~ ~ubject

to the

ea~th'~ att~active 6o~ce;

and:

It
conden~ed]

.<..6

.<.~ ne.c_e~~a~y. the~e6o~r.e,
att~acted by the ea~r.th.

to

a~.6ume.

that the

aethe~

[to be thu..6-

It 1s quite clear that the flux of a fluid around a sphere can, and does, occur without
any gravltattonc.d relatiCnshJp, whatever, existmg between flu1d and sphere, and that a
change m denstty (conde-nsation) takes place without attractive forces between the
two. Thus, the conditiOn is not an essential hypothesis and we might consider a
massless aether w1th equal justthcatwn.
Planck, however, does inde-ed mtroduce the aerodynamic equations of
motiOn, and does presume that his aether obeys them. These equations are nothmg
more nor less but an expression of the mass-acceleration-force relat1onsh1p of
Newtcnian ml"chL.LntC'>. Though it 1s posstble that an equat1on can bt.• the same for two
altogether dtfferent phenomena, it is nonetheless very hard to conce1ve of any such
~
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mechanical system that would lead to the complex set of equatJOn~ of aerodynamic
mot1on, except that from wh1ch they arose m the ftrst place: 1.e., the
mass-acceleration-force relationship. Moreover, no hmt of anythmg differ~·nt 1s g1ven
by Planck in his paper. The theory behind tho!>e equatiOn!> den1.:snds that quantities of
fluid possess mechanical mass (if not gravitational mass). The amount of it required to
make the equations go may be infinitesimally smaJJ, however; just enough to give
meaning to the algebraic symbol, m, appearing in the equation~. We are compelled to
the inference:
H5) Aether has mechamcal
Newtonian mechanics.

mass (though th1s may be rninu!>cule) and it obeys

Nowhere m this analysis does Planck directly introduce the symbol, m, though he
speaks of

• • • the.

de.n~.i.ty

d.i.6tJr..i.but.ion .in the. ae.the.-'l .•.

and uses k fer it. Once H 5) is accepted then a modus for transmtssion of pressures by
transfer of momentum between smaJJ volumes of aether is provided. Th1s may be
taken as essentially the same as that in gases and liqu1ds: i.e., collision~ between
massed volumes.
There are many different way~ in wh1ch flu1d~ flow, but the mo!>t
common is that designated as potential flow. It applies at slow veJocit1es and to
materials where viscous effects are negligible. Planck assumes:
H6) Aether flow is potential.
One may debate whether this hypothesis is realistic when such high velocities as those
of planetary motion are involved. Turbulent, vertical and compartmentized flows are
also possible, these being almost more typical of htghly rarified gases than is potential
flow. We append here some photographs of experimental findings in actual wind
tunnels and note that Planck's potential model corresponds to the slow flow rates of
the first photograph only. We also reproduce from [8] what has been observed by space
probes of the behaviour of the solar winds, i.e., charged proton part1cles ejected from
the Sun into space at high velocities, and we remark that the Earth and its atmosphere
is immersed in the Sun's atmosphere, of which the material cunst1tuting the solar
winds is a portion in the upper regions of it, having been boiled off into outer space
by the ~ 4000° C temperatures at the solar surface. If the traces of the proton
trajectories are indicative of the conditions of flow of the presumed aether, then the
reviewer believes that Planck's model does not properly correspond to those conditions
and should be replaced with one that does, of a more sophisticated form in wh1ch a
boundary layer envelopes th1s planet. It seems clear to the reviewer, for one, that the
status of the aether carrier for electromagnetic effects, mcJud:r.g hght, is not so
simple as Planck would lead us to believe and that even for a descnpt1on of
the condition of our atmosphere, it is inappropriate, particularly smce that boundary
layer adheres rather closely to the rotating globe, not sweeping over it from
stagnation point to stagnation point and frictionally rubbing against the land masses at
the equator where the Earth's surface velocity is as high as 4.6xlO" em/sec, a
ferocious speed when compared to a 100 km/hr = 2.7xl0 3 cm/":Jec railway train.
Perhaps the second photograph more closely fits the state of affairs than does
- -=-
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potential flow. Supersonic flows are still other forms to be conside-red. However, if
one does consider any such other forms of flow, he is not considering Planck's model
any more, but some other.
From H6) follows as a coroJlary:
H6 ') Aether flow is non-vertical,
since the existence of the presumed velocity potential is about the same thing as H6).
Solar Wind

!

(a)

(b)

MAGNETOSPHERIC CONVECTION IN THE EQUATORIAL PLANE. (a) The rotation of
the Earth is not taken into account. (b) Oistort1on of the lines of flow when the
rotation of the Earth is taken into account.
from Oe1obeau [35] uaing 1961 data of w. I. Axford and E. 0. Hines.

A most important questton is left quite out of consideration. The
aether mu~t have electrical properties, for it ts the earner of
electromagnetiC e-ffe-cts such as light or magnetic fields, etc. As such, it probably
contains electrons and other charges. These may encounter one another and, if of
opposite sign, combine and disappear as aether, per 'ie, becoming real gases or
chemical substances; conversely, real matter can disassociate under stellar radiation
at htgh temperatures, becoming ionized and per hap.., converted mto aether. The
likelihood of sources or sinks, probably everywhere prevalent m the. aethc:, ts great.
S1milarJy, magnetic materials are also sources of magnetic flux wherever 1t occurs,
phy~ical
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and tf aether be that flux, then it Js created or annihilated accordmg to the state of
organizatton or cisorgantzation in the loose cornbmations between atoms. Thts would
also lead to sources and sinks. Nothing related to such conditions is contemplated m
Planck's model; mdeed,
H6) Aether ts everywlu·re without source or sink m fmtte space;

ts pn:·sumed. The cor.clusJOn Js reinforced by Planck's using the equation of continutty:

_«L( k ~p) + _i!._ ( k~p_) +

ay ay

ax ax

! (k~) = 0'
az az

which ernbodie~ the conditton that the quantity of fluid entering any infimtes1maJ
volume JS exactly equal to the quantity exttmg from 1t, without creation or
annihtlation withm rt. If sources or sinks were contemplated for the aether (or any
Joss of mass) then, m steady-state, the zero on the right-hand side of the above
equation would have to be replaced with a function F(x, y, z) which described how
much aether was created or destroyed continually at every point of space.
Pre~umably, one would have to have a basis in natural cause for th1s function, though
thJs does not seem to be essential to mathetasters who might choose to write:
F(x, y, z)

= sin

x (Jog yz - arcsin z/x)
/(x2 + 2yz _ z2 +c)/ E219B3

where c is the velocity of light in vacuo and the symbol E is left undefined - or
anythmg else thc1r sweet little hearts desire, including wooly bear caterpillars.
No mtE·rrelation is indicated between electrical phenomena and the
aether by Planck, or by Lorentz, for that rndtter; mdeed, there is absolutely nothmg
that unites the two or indicates how electromagnetic wave effects are supposed to
propagate through 1t, not even how a ray of light is defracted, bent or translated by
the presumed flow of aether that P Janek suggests. There is, therefore, no explanation
posstble for the phenomenon of stellar aberration to be got out of it, evt•n if we
squeezed it m a pn:-ss to do so; getting blood out of a stone would be easier. The only
aberration here is Lorentz's aberration of mind in believing· that the paper relates to
steJJar aberration. It does not.
When one takes H 1 2 3 4 5 6 7) all together we have nothmg other than
those approprrate to the flow of' a'n 'ordin~ry gas about a c.,tatic sphere in open spac:e
and onl' ru~)·-: ct~ wdJ Jdt>ntify the term 'aE>ther' with 'atn•osphere' and be done with·
n. Wl-at Plar,ck has clone 1~, ime~tigatP whoJt the- Earth'~ atmospher(• woLdd be like if
one presumed that It was part of a gaseous flux wtth a constant velocity to and from
some antipodal pomts on the celesttal sphe-re. [We remark, as wt11 be seen below, that
even thts flux towards infinity IS later effectively set to zero by Planck.] It is very
obvious that this is what Planck had m mind aJJ the while and that he may have
secretly bt>lteved that aether and atmosphere were synonymous, though he has not
been· so bold as to come right out and say so - for, of course, he would be flagged
nght down by the E~tabltshment of the day, if he were so unwise and had not snowed
Jt tm;tead.
There ts one point to be brought out in relation to the aether and Jts
aerodynam tc flow around a sphere. The points X, Y, figure 1, where the axial
January 1986.
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streamline impinges normaJJy on the surface of the sphere are stagnation pomts: that
is to say, here the aether mu5t momentarily come to re5t before making a 90° turn in
direction to flow over the surface of the sphere. A star located out on the axial line
through these stagnation points would. not exhibit any aberration, since the symmetry
of the flow pattern about this axis precludes any favoured directton for aberrational
bending of the light ray. This does not correspond to the ob~erved behavtour of steJJar
aberrational effects, astronomically.
The reader now has before him the bastes of Planck's aether model.
There are a number of additional hypotheses yet to come but these relate merely to
the velocity of flow and the configuration of the streamlines and do not change the
gross charactenstics of the flow pattern. At this point, the reader may alrc:-ady judge
for himself whether or not he is inclined to accept the modeJ as representing how the
presumed aether flows, accepting Planck's equations and conclusions as naturaJJy
realistic, or not, depending on his own imagery and opinions; we do not wish to
influence these opinions or state our own here, as it is, after all, Planck's tdea that is
being reviewed.
o bring out the ancillary hypotheses we need to revert once more
to elementary fluid mechanics and to BernouiHi 's theorem, in
particular, to see how differences in pressure produce mot ton in a
fluid (aether) according to H5). For purposes of strnplicity in
iJJustration, let us consider a sphere inside a long pipe partially blocking the space
through which the fluid must pass, figure 2. Since the flow is not turbulent, it forms a

T

a:

:

A

:
Figure 2.
steady state flow pattern; that is to say, one elemental volume of fluid moves aJong a
course whtch is also followed by any other at a later time whtch happens to occupy
the same position as it did •. This gives rise to streamlmes, which are imaginary lines
defining the course of idealized points of material constituting the fluid (aether ). If a
real small volume of the fluid were dyed, it would remain together and flow throu-gh a
tube bounded by the streamlines touching its surfaces, as at A. Due to the
constriction between the pipe and the sphere, as at C, the streamlines become more
dense in that area and the tubes of flow are narrowed. By H 1) the volume A can be
plastically deformed into another shape, as iJJustrated at B. Usually, but not always,
this is drawn out, as indicated. The flow tubes can be experimentally traced on flow
tables or in wind tunnels by injecting dye or smoke into the flowing media. At B, the
velocity of the fluid almost always changes from what it was at A, dependmg on
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the compre~~Jblllty of the flUid. Tht~re 1s an almost inevitable change of pressure;·, with
the pressure being normally less in the constricted area than elsewhere, and the
velocity is usually greater, particularly if hydrodynamical (incompressible) flow is
involved. It is seen that compressibilty is inessential for motion to be possible, and,
indeed, on appeal to physical evidence, we realize that water does flow through a pipe
with a marble m Jt, provided the marble is smaller than the diameter of the tube and
does not totaJJy obstruct the passage of the liquid. Lorentz, however utters this
statement:

The quant.i.ty o6 aethe.Jr. wll.i.c.h • • • ha-6 to -6tJr.eam thJr.ou.gh the c..iJr.c.l.e
c.ut out by the .6pheJLe 6Jr.om the pl.ane, mu..6t 6-i.nd .i..t-6 way thJr.ough the Jr.ema.i..n.i..ng
paJr.t o6 the pl.ane .6uiLJr.ound.ing the c..i..Jr.c.l.e, and e.6pec.-i.al.l.y thJr.ou.gh that neaJr.e-6t
to the c..i.Jr.cl.e. Th~ .i.~, w-ith a .6w~l.l. vel.oc.i..ty,onl.y po.6.6.i.bl.e .i.6 the den-6-i.ty .in
the ne.i.ghboJLhood o6 the -6phe1Le .i.-6 l.aJr.ge.
This is nonsense and again simply betrays the fact that this man is technically
unaware of the fundamentals and rudiments of a discipline, regarding wh1ch ht~ is
preparc-d tc mako c.;uch emphatiC, erroneous statements in hts intolerabJc tgnorance.
There is nothmg whatever that requires any change of density and a liquid of constant
density rt~adily flow~ around a sphere immersed in It. The statement is foJlowed by
another non-sequitur, immediately:

conden.6ed]

It .i.-6 nece-6.6alt.IJ, thel[e6oJt.e,
.£-6 attJt.acted by the eaiLth.

to a.6.6Wne that the aethel[ [to be

Th1s Js bosh of the fJrst order, hardly to be attributed to Planck's better mteiJtgence.
There ts no '>uch necessity and it is quite clear that the flux of a gas around a ~ph(•rE"
can, anrl does, take place with changes in density occurring without attracttve forces between the two - in which we are repeating what has aJready be said earlier.
Moreover, it can take place without change of density in the presence of a
gravitational field or not.
Then comes another:

conde n.oed

It mu.ot
ae.t:he.ll .i.-6

6ul[theJt. be a.6-6ume.d that the vel.oc..i.ty o6 l-ight .in
the 4ame a-6 .in the a.ethe.-'1. o6 no1r.ma.l den-6-i.ty j

th~

ve.l[y

to which we r{:~pond; why? We remark that in this Lore-ntz is negating De Fresnel's
ae-ther density prmciple and the effect it presumes on the velocity of light. We would
agree with thts ourself, but we would be Lorentz's sole ally, as everyone but ourselves
accepts the aether drag formuJa that is derived out of it and presumably verified by
fizeau's water tube experiments. Smce Planck's theory, (as reported by Lorentz) does
not involve light or anything pertaining to electromagnetic phenomena, it is impossible
to see why Lorentz takes it upon h1mself to interlard his description of Planck's ideas
with these brayings of his own.
At
this point, at last, Lorentz seems to desist from hJs
misinterpretations of what Planck's theory is. The balance of the report appears to
follow the original discussions in all but a few instances. We are rid of the
intermediary link in the chain of communication - thank goodness!
==-== --·
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' \ ' , , e come to what is another hypothesis:

W

Hg) The aether while being condensed behaves like a ga5.

The relation between pressure, p; density, k; and temperature, T, in a perfect gas is
given by Boyle's and Charles' laws, which m Planck's peculiar notations are given as
p/k = 0/iJ)T. Planck proceeds to Ignore temp€'rature changes so that k/p = 1-1 and we
have:
H9) Aether flow is adiabatic;
that is to say, there is no variation in temperature presumed when the aether
undergoe~ changes in the volume occupied by any constant ma!)s of it. We comrnent
that this is a very risky hypothesis to have made, for certamly the Earth's
atmosphere, which is all that is being simulated, ts not adiabatic and evidences
con~iderable changes in temperature as one progresses from the Earth's surface
upward into outer space. Also, air is very far from a perfect gas; it rather obeys the
law k 1 ·~+os /p = iJ adiabatically; however, this is somewhat ancillary to the princtple
involved and is more a quantitative consideration than a qualitative one; It would
become impCirtaot were one trying to simulate the Earth's atmosphere with any degree
of accuracy, as is hardly the case here.·
Another hypothesis is introduced in the sentence:

Le.t

u.6

now

w~t..i.te

down the equat.ion-6 o6 mot.i.on 6o-'!. a .6ta.t.ionaky

.6ta.te, .in wlt.ic.h the ve.f.oc..ity and the den-6..i.ty at eveky po.i.nt have. a..f.way-6 the.
-64rne va.f.u{'.-6.

The sentence is badly worded and does not mean what is actually said; "stationary"
state means steady-state and the constancy of velocity and density are with respect
to time, not position in the flow field. We rephrase th1s more correctly:
H 1(;) Aether flow IS a turbulent,
which we have already anticipated in our dJscussJon of steady-state streamlines above.
Whether thts is a realistic hypothesis or not is open to debate, particularly if
consideration is given to the flow patterns shown in the Plate, and the fact that the
aether is probably the equivalent of a highly rarified gas the flow of which almost
always demonstrates extreme turbulence; c.f., merely blow some smoke into a room.
However, it is Planck's hypothesis and we can believe it or no.
From this point on Planck's mathematical manipulations are presented,
and, as ha~ been stated, they seem to be technically correct, a far cry from Stokes'
blatant bung1ings. It would be a pointless waste of composing time to reproduce them
here for reasons that will be mentioned shortly. Planck's formula (2), however, is
followed by another significant hypothesis we shaH designate as H 11 ). The formula is:

J.s!e_

+ V + l[[~]z + [~Jz +

k

ay

2ax

[£2] 2 }= c1 =constant

(2)

az

which is well derived from the earlier hypotheses. Here, p is aether pressure; k is
aether density; V = - (groz)/r is the gravitational potential at distance r outside the
non-rotating sphere (Earth) of radius ro; g is the acceleration due to Earth's gravtty; q>
is
the velocity -···potential
function of ·-··-r:
aether
motion. Planck
immediately thereafter
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makes the mathematically s1mphfying assumption that:

J~

+ V = c 2 = constant ,

k

which implies that:

[£g>J 2

ax

+ [~f + (~1

ay

azJ

2

= 2(cl - c2) =constant.

As H 11 ), this mt>ans:
H 11) The ac.. th(~r's velocity is everywhere the same.
Now, the velocity at infinity was initially set equal to ·y along the Z-axis, so that
last formula above equals y 2 • The exact wording leading to the equation is:
.
Let u-6 now a.6.6wne. that
2
veloc.~ty [~~ + [~]z + [~] 2 c.an be

ay

ax~

az

th(~

the teltm c.onta..i.n..i.ng the 4Qttalte o6 the
neglected [..i..e., ..i.t ..i.-6 << 1].

Th1s implies that y <<1 to begin with. Thus, it is now assumed that there was never
any significant streaming of the aether from the outset. In other words, the flow from
infinity along the Z-axis might just as well have never been considered from the
very start. AJJ we have left is the equation expressing the aether density under the
stipulated hypotheses around a static sphere in space. Planck-Lorentz then force their
way beyond the whole thing by writing:

f 2..2

+ V =- constant

k

wh1ch ts the equatton appropriate to that, and boldly declaring to us:

Th.U equat..i.on 4how.6 that, to the a.6.6ume.d deg~tee o6 appltox..i.amt.i.on,
the den-6-i.ty d..i.-6t~t..i.but..i.on ..i.n the aethelt c.an be taken to be the .6ame a-4 ..i.n the
.6tate o6 Jte-6t.
After thts brave stroke that does away with the problem, there follow a page or so of
pointless mathematical manipulations involving the above equation, out of whtch is
finally 'derived' that the tangential flow of the aether at the Earth's surface would
be negligibly small. Of course it would be if one assumes that the velocity of flow is
everywhere con.;,tant and in effect puts that constant. to zc:-ro.
The problem has become basicaJly the same as that of a stagnant gas
cloud held gravitationally to Earth without any outside influence to disturb it. Physical
sense indicates it form'.t a stattc spherical baH of atmosphere around the static Earth,
with the dens1ty dropping off as one recedes radially into outer space. That is all the
reduced equation represents.
To correct thts paper so as to make something out of it, one might
replace H 11> with an hypothesis that the aether velocity was small in the vicinity of
the Earth's surfac(~, while retaining that its flow was -y far out along the Z-axis. Then
one might ask what the pressure, density and flow velocity were in space that
corresponded to those boundary conditions. But then, a reanalysis to discover that
Volume 4, Number 4.
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the flow was smaH in the vicinity of the Earth's surface would be very siUy.
Anyway, after aJl this heaving of mountains, a mouse, a small mouse,
even a zero mouse, has been born:- that the surface velocity of the aether would be
smaH if it is assumed smaH, ab initio.
f Stokes' effusions were disappointing, Planck's are disconcerting.
We are Jed to nothing - absolute nuJlity! It is like the old game
that so mystifies children: thmk of a number, any number. (-y);
double it; add one; subtract one; divide by two; subtract the
numbt~r ftrst thought of, (-y) ••• the answer is zero.
In the words of Puck: "What fools these mortals be!"
On page 1828 we commented that Zapffe might find Planck's at·ther
interesting; we withdraw the comment.

J
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